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Fortunately there’s hope…













Let’s start at the beginning…





 INVENTORY: A nod to THE NED – London’s new hotspot. Where to stay in SHIBUYA. Rapid list of TRAVEL ESSENTIALS. 
Buying Brazilian in a grand quarter of LISBON. City stockists: SYDNEY+. Our pick of FILMS, READS and STATIONERY too.

INSIDE: MUNICH’S HUB FOR START-UPS A GO-GO, THE 
FITTEST HQ IN EUROPE AND A CASE FOR STAIRCASES

to  AFFAIRS: Cool Persian cats in Turkey BUSINESS: HQ audit: TechnoGym CULTURE: On set in New York 
DESIGN: Zürich’s modernist mountain home ENTERTAINING: Penne for your thoughts FASHION: Natty dressers in Norway

june 2017
issue 104THE BETTER WAY TO GET FROM A to B

UK £6  SEK 95
USD $12 JPY ¥2,200(+tax)
GER €12 AUD $13.00
ITA €10 SGD $19.90(w/gst)
DKK 122 CDN $12.00(sea)
BEL €11 ESP €11

BOOP! BOOP! 
All aboard our high-speed mobility special  
sleek trains — lovely bikes  
— and good footwear

1
Forward thinking

Essays on Berlin’s cursed 
airport, the driverless-car 
debate and electric autos

2
Transport Top 15

Shortcuts, cycling, city 
fixes – travel concepts  
to get on board with 

3
South Tyrol

Explore the region with our guide 
to road trips, bike rides, hiking 
trails, running routes and more

COLLECT CALL: ITALIAN DESIGN 
GOES UNDER THE HAMMER

09 apr – 14 apr/2019
£5.00/€5.00/chf 8
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MONOCLE – OUR UPCOMING SUMMER WEEKLIES WILL BE AVAILABLE ON BETTER NEWSSTANDS AND IN MONOCLE SHOPS AROUND THE WORLD.
HQ: LONDON + ZÜRICH • BUREAUX: TOKYO • HONG KONG • TORONTO • LOS ANGELES

CITY, SLICKER: MILAN’S MAYOR  
ON BEING THE HOTTEST HOST

ARCHITECTURE SAFARI: WE VISIT 
MILAN’S MALIGNED ‘RED DINOSAUR’

POUR FORTH: OUR FAVOURITE FINDS 
FROM THE FIERA AND BEYOND

Owl be 
back... 
to Milan

If your 
gnome’s 

not down... 
you’re not 
coming in

The labyrinth of trade-fair halls at Salone del 
Mobile may be the worst place to soak up the 
spring sun this Milan Design Week but they 
are the spot for forecasting where the furniture 
industry is heading – outdoors. The alfresco 
market grew by more than 5 per cent last year 
to €14.6bn and is expected to be worth €20bn 
by 2024. Releases this year reflect market 
growth and you can expect debuts galore at 
Salone in 2019. 

It’s a bright time for this industry but craft-
ing the perfect porch perch isn’t easy business. 
And while traditional furniture companies are 
adding outdoor collections (some modifying 
existing products in hardier fabrics) it’s those 
who really know the trade making the best 
patio plays. Enter Kettal, the Spanish specialist 
(items pictured) which is banking big on Salone 
this year with releases from Patricia Urquiola 
and a canny re-edition from the 1950s. We  
profile the brand and three other firms set to 
shine at Salone.

— Full report on page 17

As visitors to this year’s pendant-pushing 
Euroluce component of Salone del Mobile will 
discover, lighting manufacturers will go above 
and beyond in their attempts to attract atten-
tion. Here, a dazzling array of sconces, track 
lights, desk lamps, chandeliers, bright bulbs 
and more will all jostle for air time amid an 
international flood of lighting-product releases.  
But how many of these pieces will do what 
good lighting should do – make people feel 
(and look) better and create cosy spaces 
worthy of an evening linger? Not as many as 
one might hope.

With this in mind we veered away from 
these twinkling display stands and made our 
way to Milan’s most illuminating design pre-
cinct – Corso Monforte, otherwise known as 
the ‘Street of Light’. Here, the nation’s best 
lighting brands have joined forces and opened 
shops creating an attractive (and well-lit) 
alcove that adds to the city’s growing retail 
might. It’s a story that’s more quiet but with 
much more longevity than many that will be 
told within the bustle of Euroluce.

— Full report on page 40

AN OUTSIDE 
CHANCE 
Place in the sun
Outdoor furniture is sitting pretty

TIME FOR  
A SWITCH? 
Bright ideas
A spotlight on our favourite street

A TRADE FAIR TIMELINE  
FOR THE YEAR AHEAD
Industry itineraries: for shows  
from garden goodies to bikes  

and bathrooms

See page 37

➞

Design headlines and column inches often 
obsess over mergers and the dull minutiae of 
corporate rejigs. By contrast, we’ve sought out 
three proud, independently owned firms and 
asked about the benefits and pitfalls of keeping 
a business in the family.

— Full report on page 12

From his apartment on the 24th floor of the 
rangy Torre Velasca, architect Massimiliano 
Locatelli has one of the best vantage points 
from which to chart the city’s speedy develop-
ment. His studio has been contributing to it 
with sensitive refits (and the odd hi-tech exper-
iment or two) for the past 25 years. We drop in 
for a tour.

— Full report on page 44

CLOSE TIES 
Three failsafe 
family firms
Keep it together for the kids

LOOKING UP         
Local knowledge
A studio visit with Locatelli Partners

“ULTIMATELY WE WILL 
BECOME EXTINCT; WE MAY AS 

WELL DESIGN A BEAUTIFUL 
EXTENSION AND BUILD ON 
OUR LEGACY SO THE NEXT 

SPECIES WILL REMEMBER US 
WITH SOME RESPECT” 

Paola Antonelli on curating a Triennale 
triumph See page 37MAGAZINE

1
OBSERVATIONS 
Why Madrid’s a  
winner and the need 
for cheeky mascots

2
GLOBAL AFFAIRS 
Why Finnish people 
smile so much and 
some good urbanism

3 4 5
BUSINESS
Munich: the place 
where property deals 
really do get done

CULTURE
Why the future is small 
format and tech that 
makes you tranquil

DESIGN / FASHION
Genki garments and 
a Swiss experiment 
in housing

+ More than 200 pages of ideas, inspiration and opportunities for 2019

• a view beyond the horizon • issue 09 • 2019

‘If it’s the Year of 
the Pig, this must 
be The Porkast’

A MONOCLE  
GLOBAL  
SURVEY

HOW  
TO BE 
HAPPY
Why it’s time to 
turn that frown 
upside down
A special report on the places,  
companies, personalities  
and currents to keep you  
perky and restore your faith  
in humanity
* A comprehensive exposition  
of the things the world needs  
more of (including four-legged  
friends, afternoons off work and  
a little peace and quiet)

 DESTINATIONS: The chicest spot on the ATHENIAN RIVIERA. Why the city of Mérida is Tulum minus the seaweed. 
Plucky SIARGAO pushes for clean tourism. Why all the signs point to TUCSON. Plus a dusty MOROCCAN road trip. 

The Escapist – go further
DISCO DIAL: The Med’s hit radio stations DRIVING FORCES: Chauffeurs’ secret manoeuvres FASHION ON SEA: Putting 

some glitz into Biarritz GATE GIFTS: The best airport design buys LUGGAGE WARS: Brands doing battle at the carousel

spring/summer 2019
issue 1TRAVEL ANNUAL 2019

The 
Travel 
Top 50

The inns and airlines, 
chefs and chiefs, 

designers and dogs 
who can make 

everything from beach 
break to business dash 

a sunny success.

New 
format!

Top
dogs

Top
gun
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at the  

top

The MONOCLE Guide to  
Shops, Kiosks and Markets 

 
A handbook for shoppers, would-be retailers, neighbourhood- 

makers and brands in need of a fix.

 REPORTS: Insider gift guides to Tokyo, Copenhagen and Vancouver HOLIDAY HOTELS Mexico City, Porto and 
deepest Ireland. Miniature CITY GUIDES for Canberra, Charleston and Moscow. The new WRAP STARS revealed.

INSIDE: JACINDA ON BEING PM AMANPOUR ON DANGER 
AI WEIWEI ON AMERICA FRANCE’S QUEEN OF POP

to  AFFAIRS: Can you still be a sexy nation? BUSINESS: Latvia’s high flyer CULTURE: Are prizes bad for careers? 
DESIGN: The cosiest Zürich apartment ENTERTAINING: How to host this Christmas season FASHION: The best shops in Italy

december 2018 / january 2019
issue 119THE SOFT POWER SURVEY

COME ON IN 
Join our double-issue 
season celebrations

LESSON LEARNED
REBELS, THINKERS AND FIXERS  
ON THE MOMENTS THAT CHANGED  
THEIR LIVES IN 2018

 REPORTS: Five great getaways, from Paarl in South Africa to Spain’s Cuenca CITY GUIDE Chicago shows off its 
independent streak FITNESS A regime to keep you limber for the year ahead BEST IN CLASS Lisbon’s nicest grocers.

INSIDE: QATAR GOES ON A DIET MADRID CRACKS THE 
LONGEVITY CODE ANOTHER SWISS TENNIS STAR 

to  AFFAIRS: The families fixing America’s cities BUSINESS: Ricardo Bofill’s HQ CULTURE: Rome’s top art restorers 
DESIGN: The Palma palace architects ENTERTAINING: A load of Skye scallops FASHION: The eyes have it: the Gulf’s specs stars

february 2019
issue 120FIT, LEAN & SHARP SPECIAL

GET 
INTO 
YOUR 

STRIDE
FOR
2019

Speedy deliveries,  
very fast-running  

retail and everything 
you need to be  

primed, charged  
up and ready  

for action.

‘Perfect for the 
mind but do they 
serve wine?’

‘We should visit Alain de 
Botton’s new spiritual 
retreat – just need to  

get to page 114’

 REPORTS: Three French cities to move to CITY GUIDE The best of Montpellier TRAVEL BRIEFING Inns, hotels and 
hideaways for your spring itinerary BEST IN CLASS The shop that found fame by going local MINI GUIDES to Cannes +

INSIDE: BRANDS, IDEAS AND POPSTARS SETTING THE 
GLOBAL AGENDA. PLUS THE VERDICT ON MACRON 

to  AFFAIRS: Why the French navy is riding high BUSINESS: The A to Z of corporate prowess CULTURE: Media’s new 
fixers and thinkers DESIGN: Remaking Royan ENTERTAINING: Baguette rebels FASHION: Three cool men make a magazine 

march 2019
issue 121FRANCE SPECIAL

FRANCE
VS 

THE
WORLD

The last hope for global liberalism? The 
one leader who can handle the US? Why, 

despite trouble at home, we all need France.

••• MACRON + TRUMP •••
America’s on-off love affair

••• PARIS vs LONDON •••
Is Brexit Britain on a losing streak? 

••• STREET to COUTURE  •••
Understanding French dressing 

••• TIME for CHANGE •••
Talking about a revolution?

 GREAT HOTELS: The Onomichi hotel you need on speed dial NEIGHBOURHOOD GUIDE What to eat, buy and see  
in the Spanish capital BE ORGANISED Simple solutions for a tidier life POLISHED ACT Hamburg’s shoemakers.

INSIDE: GLOBAL RETAIL SURVEY TEXAS DOES FASHION  
BUMPER STYLE DIRECTORY TAIWAN’S PRESIDENT

to  AFFAIRS: Brazil, crime and Bolsonaro BUSINESS: London’s shopping crisis CULTURE: Why journalists get killed 
DESIGN: The new bridge builders ENTERTAINING: The town made from biscuits FASHION: Is Benetton almost cool again?

april 2019
issue 122SEASON PREMIERE — IT’S ALL NEW

IT’S TIME FOR 
A FRESH LOOK
1  FEELING Monocle gets a sharper snap – turn  
to page 38 to find out why it’s all change

2  READING How one man 
reinvented the bookshop and 
found cult success 3  DESIGNING 

Loewe’s Jonathan Anderson on 
fixing luxury 4  SHOPPING The 
mall kings with a good survival 
plan 5  FILMING We all need to 
see a doc – including Monocle 
Films’ icebreaking cracker 

SPRING
UK £7
USD $14
GER €12
CHF 13

DKK 129.95
BEL €12
SEK 99
JPY ¥2,200(+tax)

AUD $16.00(sea)
SGD $19.90(w/gst)
CDN $18.00(air)

I’m focusing on the 
new Culture pages

Sign up to The 
Monocle Minute

Dallas retailers are no cowboys 
(well, not in a bad way)

Are you on the scout for 
a new fashion hangout?

 STAR TURNS: Downtown LA ups its shopping game HOTELS Puglia’s new outpost of hospitality BRIGHTEN UP 
Lightbulb moments to help you glow IN STORE An Australian retailer to replicate CITIES Design hubs and hits

INSIDE: GEORGIA DOES BRUTALISM LIFE AFTER PUTIN 
THE NEW PROPERTY PLAYERS CREATE A BESTSELLER

to  AFFAIRS: Good cop? Bad cop? Spain decides BUSINESS: A great Dane bites big tech CULTURE: Hot talent shows 
DESIGN: Mexico’s new design capital ENTERTAINING: The cream of Aussie milk bars FASHION: Tokyo designers hit the runway

may 2019
issue 123OUR NEW DESIGN WORLD

YOU 
LOOK 
LOVELY
Monocle unpacks 
the best projects  
and plans for  
creating the  
perfect residence

TIME 
FOR  
US TO 
PLAY 
HOUSE?

1  UPSTAIRS

The trainers visionary who 
wants to kit out your house

2  DOWNSTAIRS

Toot, toot! We get a ticket to ride 
on the new Bauhaus bus

UK £7
USD $14
GER €12
CHF 13

DKK 129.95
BEL €12
SEK 99
JPY ¥2,200(+tax)

AUD $16.00(sea)
SGD $19.90(w/gst)
CDN $14.00(sea)

 SHIP IT From handsome yachts to pedalos – the best boats for summer HOTELS Antwerp’s hospitality outpost 
RETAIL SURVEY A return to sunny Potts Point WHEELS ON FIRE The best bike accessories CITIES Hot hubs to visit

INSIDE: THE PRIVATE DETECTIVE BOOM NORWAY’S PM 
CAN ROME BE FIXED? TOKYO KITCHEN CARS PARIS POP

to  AFFAIRS: Why Little Rock is big news BUSINESS: The best train station CULTURE: The German village in the 
Hollywood spotlight DESIGN: Poland’s very graphic story ENTERTAINING: First Class dining FASHION: LA’s new heartland

june 2019
issue 124EXPO: AMERICAN TRUCKERS GO ALL THE WAY 

TIME 
FOR 

TAKE 
OFF

NOW 
BOARDING 
FOR OUR 

2019 
MOBILITY 
SPECIAL 

The pioneers, fixers and 
makers who want to get  

the world moving
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Follow me and dive 
into 24 pages of wheels,  

wings and way more

 GO WITH THE FLOW A fast-moving guide to the top riverside bars, restaurants and SWIMMING CLUBS in the likes 
of Basel, Brisbane, Turin and Bordeaux PLUS Where to paddle your canoe, breaststroke to work and MUCH MORE

INSIDE: SMART, SEXY CITIES 100 CULTURE ESSENTIALS 
BEST NEW SPORTSWEAR HOW TO BE A GOOD CITIZEN

to  AFFAIRS: Agenda-setting mayors BUSINESS: Set in concrete: the big city builders CULTURE: Sounds for summer 
DESIGN: On the slide: the best urban playgrounds ENTERTAINING: In praise of punch FASHION: Hermès shoe star Pierre Hardy

july/august 2019
issue 125THE TOP 25 PLACES TO LIVE

TIME TO  
DREAM

A summer plan for anyone  
after a better quality of  
life, from a new HQ to  

a nicer home. 
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Urbanists

Do It

Better

Thessaloniki, Porto, 
Bari... where to work 

and play?

| D
rinking &

 D
ining D

irectory —

 REPORTS: Japan’s obsession with dining solo, food for thought from VIENNA’S city vineyards, in praise of PICNICS, 
wines to glug and high-spirited ENTREPRENEURS get a grilling. Plus: MARKETS worth knowing and global RECIPES

Drinking & Dining Directory
AFFAIRS: Food fixes in the Algarve BUSINESS: Where deals get done ESSAYS: Chewing the fat ITINERARIES: Eating 

from Amsterdam to Zürich ENTERTAINING: Domestic tips SCOOPS: Iceberg cowboys, royal chefs and lying tea-leaves+

spring/summer 2019
issue 2FOOD AND HOSPITALITY ANNUAL

The 2019  
RESTAURANT 

Awards
Food finds and editors’  
favourite tables from 

around the world.
Tuck in.
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Your plaice  
or mine?

Fancy a 
banger?

‘Save some 
room for 
dessert’

‘Frankly, 
I’m pasta 

caring’

50

• the business handbook for people with big ideas • issue 01 • 2019

UK £10
USD $18

GER €19
IT €18
ESP €18
CHF 20

SGD $29.95
CDN $20.00 (sea)
AUS $19.95 (sea)

YOU CAN  
DO THIS

How to start, grow and hand over a  
company that’s good for you, your  
community and your quality of life.

* Inspiring stories and great tips – including  
spotting the proverbial gap,  

becoming a rural money maker, 
opening a cinema and finding a  
business course that really works

‘HERE’S HOW TO 
NAME, PITCH AND 

BRAND YOUR FIRM’

‘CAN YOU TELL US 
WHERE OUR HQ 

SHOULD BE TOO?’

‘WOW, 20 IDEAS TO 
INVEST IN. LET’S 
CALL THE BANK’

‘GREAT. BUT CAN 
YOU NOT HOLD MY 
HAND SO TIGHTLY?’

*DISCOVER HOW 
TO KIT OUT THE 
IDEAL OFFICE

‘I MUST 
READ 

ABOUT THE 
NEW WORK 

DRESS 
CODES’ 

... Kalimera! Stroll with us through the city’s outposts  
of good food, design, retail and more. Pame! ... 

Athens
Tavernas. Coffee. Ouzo — Cinemas. Museums. Monuments — Jewellers. Markets. Design

34

C

H

D

F

S

R ENeed to 
know 

Culture

Hotels

Design and
architecture

Food and 
drink

Sport and
fitness

Retail

Walks

Essays

Out of 
townO

... Race with us through the city’s outposts of good  
food, design, retail and more. On your marks! ... 

37

Jazz. Comedy. Bars — Bookshops. Baseball. Beaches — Homeware. Architecture. Art

C

H

D

F

S

R ENeed to 
know 

Culture

Hotels

Design and
architecture

Food and 
drink

Sport and
fitness

Retail

Walks

Essays

Resources

Chicago

... Moi! Dive into the city’s outposts of good  
food, design, retail and more. Oletko valmis? ... 

Helsinki
Restaurants. Coffee. Markets — Design. Architecture. Retail — Saunas. Islands. Beaches

35
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S

R ENeed to 
know 

Culture

Hotels

Design and
architecture

Food and 
drink

Sport and
fitness

Retail

Walks

Essays

Out of 
townO

... Moin moin! Hop aboard for a tour of the city’s best outposts  
in good food, design, retail and more. Gute Reise! ... 

36

Coffee. Bistros. Seafood — Galleries. Museums. Live music — Fashion. Architecture. Design

C
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S

R ENeed to 
know 

Culture

Hotels

Design and
architecture

Food and 
drink

Sport and
fitness

Retail

Walks

Essays

Resources

Hamburg
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MONOCLE – THE WINTER WEEKLY IS AVAILABLE ON BETTER NEWSSTANDS AND IN MONOCLE SHOPS AROUND THE WORLD THIS DECEMBER.
HQs: LONDON • ZÜRICH • BUREAUX: TOKYO • HONG KONG • TORONTO • LOS ANGELES (COMING SOON)

A wise 
purchase, 
indeed

Tastes change and food fads falter but bread 
and butter are such humble and comforting 
provisions that the phrase itself has come to 
signify the basics. But as customers’ expecta-
tions change and a desire for provenance peaks, 
there’s been an unlikely boom in demand for 
Danish butter. And this isn’t the modish, dairy-
free spreadable kind, either. The Scandinavian 
nation churned out 57 tonnes of the stuff last 
year (that’s 50-plus per cent more than 10 years 
ago). It’s all a little odd, given an overall slump 
in global dairy consumption but heartening too. 
What’s better than a hunk of bread and the reas-
suring creaminess of farm-fresh butter before 
braving the chill outside? We meet the produc-
ers making butter the old-fashioned way. 

— Full spread on page 32

Hotels are much more than a room for a night – 
they can create communities and revive neigh-
bourhoods. Hotelier Katherine Lo’s Eaton 
Hotel in Hong Kong is stretching the definition 
further. She wants them to be sites of conver-
sation and protest. Instead of a ribbon-cutting, 
Lo hosted a three-day festival of film screenings 
and readings of books banned by the govern-
ment. Lo’s first property opened in Washington 
DC in September – and she says it won’t be the 
last. After all, Lo is the daughter of Lo Ka Shui, 
a real-estate mogul and chair of Great Eagle 
Holdings, which owns Langham Hotels. Over 
the next three years, Lo is eyeing up openings 
in San Francisco, Seattle and Toronto. All cities 
where there’s something to talk about.

— Join the conversation on page 43

SPREAD IT 
Butter up
Those who dairy win – in Denmark

PILLOW TALK 
Check-out time
A Hong Kong hotel speaks volumes

£5.00/€5.00 
chf8

YOU’RE IN LECH: A SEEMLY VILLAGE 
ALTERNATIVE WITH PRISTINE PISTES

MOUNTIN’ A RESISTANCE: MEXICO’S 
HIGH-ALTITUDE LAW ENFORCEMENT

FANCY A DIP? OUR INDULGENT TAKE 
ON MOREISH MOUNTAIN FARE

The designs of Gio Ponti never seem to lose 
lustre and this winter, crowds are gathering 
to glimpse a retrospective of the mid-century 
Milanese maestro’s portfolio at Paris’s Musée 
des Arts Décoratifs. Part of the exhibition’s 
pull, aside from the spot-on curation by Sophie 
Bouilhet-Dumas (pictured, left), is the universal 
nature of Ponti’s work. His oft-quoted philoso-
phy of thinking about details rather than grand 
designs “from spoon to skyscraper” is on full 
and meaningful display here. In an era when 
designers are encouraged to turn their hand to 
every aspect of a brief, there’s plenty to learn 
from Ponti’s studied approach.

— Full report on page 30

GET TO  
THE PONTI  
Sitting pretty
1  Gio Ponti’s best bits in Paris
2  Detail-minded doyen shows off
3  A retrospective with take-aways

29 NOVEMBER –  
5 DECEMBER 2018

“THERE IS A FESTIVAL WHEN 
ICELANDIC ‘DELICACIES’ 

ARE EATEN (ROTTEN SHARK, 
CONGEALED SHEEP’S BLOOD). 

DEFINITELY HAZARDOUS.” 

Ambassadorial advice on      
Icelandic diplomacy.

See page 10

➞

It’s hard to name two state leaders with more 
divergent views of the world in 2018 than 
Donald Trump and Angela Merkel. But you 
wouldn’t know that from a spin through the 
halls of a security and defence institute in the 
Bavarian town of Garmisch-Partenkirchen. 
The George C Marshall European Center 
for Security Studies has been run by the 
US Department of Defense and Germany’s 
Federal Ministry of Defence since 1993, and 
its operations today are smoother and better 
than they’ve been in years. That could be 
because here the importance of Nato isn’t 
questioned and international co-operation is 
seen as a goal unto itself. By working with offi-
cials and experts from around the world, the 
institute attempts to address security and pro-
mote democracy. With Trump continuing to 
do his best to upend the liberal international 
order and Merkel stepping down in 2021, the 
Marshall Center’s existence is reassuring.

— Full report on page 6

HOW TO BE  
A GENERAL 
Alpine education
 1  Defence chiefs in training 
 2  Bavaria as a mock battleground

The Marshall Center schools 
defence heads of the future 

(and isn’t far from the slopes).

Garmisch-Partenkirchen 
in the Bavarian Alps is the 
unlikely site of US-German 

defensive ties.

MACEDONIA’S EX-PRIME MINISTER 
IS IN EXILE. WE CHART THE  

DESPOTS WHO WERE RUN OUT OF 
TOWN (AND WHERE THEY WENT) 

Read on for a few notable  
exit strategies.

See page 10

➞
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This issue 
is a real 
head-turner

Unlike Lapland or Iceland, the remote 
Norwegian-owned archipelago of Svalbard 
remains largely untrodden by tourists. But 
change is close. Longyearbyen on Spitsbergen 
Island, home to a satellite station, university 
and global seed vault, has lately found itself 
better furnished with smart hotels and restau-
rants. We make tracks to find out more.

— Full story on page 43

IT’S A SIGN 
Winter getaway
Svalbard’s charms exposed (literally)

£5.00/€5.00 
chf8

MILANESE MAESTROS: THE FASHION 
FOLK REVITALISING THE CITY

MY KIRUNA: A BOLD CITY CENTRE 
RELOCATION IS AFOOT IN SWEDEN

RURAL RUNAWAYS: THE REMOTE 
STRIPS MAKING SEASONAL TRIPS

ECONOMIES OF SCALE: A ZÜRICH 
FISH FARM THAT’S MAKING WAVES

6 DECEMBER –  
12 DECEMBER 2018

Greenland isn’t on many people’s itineraries 
but that may change as the island’s ambitious 
new airport-extension plans take off. The 
€482m project will see improvements to two 
hubs and the building of a new airport in the 
southern town of Qaqortoq. The aim? To capi-
talise on the nation’s position in the Atlantic by 
tempting tourists and transfers. It’s a strategy 
Iceland has developed admirably: it receives 
1.7 million visitors per year compared to the 
scant 80,000 that disembark in Greenland.

But not everyone’s agreed that it’s a wise 
move. Some have questioned Denmark’s 
involvement (Copenhagen is footing 20 per 
cent of the bill), while others fear the head-
ache that success and mass tourism might 
bring with it. What’s certain is that the nation’s 
economy – which is currently dependent  
on Danish support and fishing – stands to  
benefit. It also offers Greenland an opportu-
nity to foster a sustainable tourism industry 
from the runway up.

— Full report on page 02 

Intention and execution can sometimes be 
worlds apart but the Bavarian prime min-
ister’s stratospheric ambition to make the 
state a space hub is taking off nicely. Bavaria 
One: Mission Future was initially decried and 
derided when politician Markus Söder sought 
to get it off the ground but the benefits of the 
project are now being seen closer to home.

Already an aeronautical hub, this region 
of southern Germany has proved a pull for 
technology talent and investment in recent 
years, while industry is proving increasingly 
lucrative given the rising interest in commer-
cial spaceflight. Private companies with excit-
ing names, such as Isar Aerospace and Global 
Space Ventures, have already set up colonies 
and provide some 27,000 jobs. Dissenters 
still see the project as a joke – or a PR hoax 
– but Söder and an increasing contingent of 
the business community are using space and  
its exploration as a means of growth. We meet 
the professors,  pioneers and business folk 
set on making this an unlikely outpost in the 
modern space race.
  — More on page 08 

In the next few months a new player will park 
itself in Shanghai’s real-estate market: Mini. 
Yes, that’s right, the carmaker. Not content 
with producing tiny four-wheelers, the auto-
motive company is now backing its philos-
ophy of “small and smart” for urban living. 
“With small cars popping up everywhere  

GREENLAND 
RISING 
New flight path
 Greenland takes to the skies

BAVARIA 
BLASTS OFF 
Space to grow
 Germany explores new frontiers

MINI MAKES 
A NEW HOME 
Getting in gear
 The car firm rethinking housing

we didn’t want to be just another one,” 
Peter Schwarzenbauer, board member of  
Mini’s parent company bmw Group, tells us. 
“We had ambitions to create a philosophy, 
beyond the car, to a Mini world.” 

In spring 2019, 70 apartments, ranging 
in size from a studio to a multi-bedroom flat, 
will open in Shanghai. In the spirit of creat-
ing a cohesive neighbourhood there will be 
plenty of public spaces, extra rooms for hire 
and, of course, shared electric cars (no prizes 
for guessing who wil be manufacturing them). 
Mini sees it as the future and plans to open 
more buildings elsewhere in China, the US 
and Europe. But will it work? We’ll park judge-
ment until we see them but there’s space yet 
for a Mini revolution.
  — Full report on page 18

 Pack your 
trunk; we’ve got 

Christmas  
tips galore
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Salome Zurabishvili’s ascent to the post of 
Georgia’s president on 16 December is one of 
a curious series of firsts: she’s the first female to 
hold the post and the first French citizen. The 
former diplomat and daughter of Georgian 
emigrés only visited the country she’s gone on 
to lead in 1986. Zurabishvili has another first in 
mind, though: taking her country into the EU. 
We examine her chances.

— Full interview on page 8

’Tis the season for hunkering down, imbib-
ing, eating and hosting – but why do so many 
soirées fall short? We travelled from Mexico 
City to Sydney to speak to a few of our favou-
rite food folk with a simple question in mind: 
what kitchen implements would you be lost 
without? Read on for a few sharp tips.

— Full story on page 33

FIRST LADY 
Setting president
Meeting Georgia’s first female head

CUT ABOVE 
Kitchen kit
Chefs on the hardware to host with

£5.00/€5.00 
chf8

PALM READING: PICTURESQUE PARIS 
GREENHOUSES BLOOM IN WINTER

THE NEXT NISEKO? MAKING TRACKS 
ON JAPAN’S BEST-KEPT SKI SECRET

FEELING FRIED? QUÉBEC’S RECIPE 
FOR FIGHTING THE CHILLS

13 DECEMBER –  
19 DECEMBER 2018

Emmanuel Macron’s promise to restore the 
power and prestige of the military isn’t an easy 
thing to gauge in the abstract. It can, however, 
be glimpsed in the improbably pretty Alpine 
hamlet of Vulmix on the Italian border. Here 
the next generation of elite Chasseurs Alpins 
discharge live rounds, heft heavy bags and 
endure a punishing vetting process to join the 
French military’s elite mountain infantry.

We join the fray as the new recruits – with 
heavy packs and skis in tow and a troop of 
traffic-slowing sheep against them – dig in  
for the winter in temperatures expected to drop 
to minus 25c. The president might have talked 
of glory and honour on the world stage – and 
has announced an increase in military spending 
of 5 per cent – but that wasn’t the temptation 
to enlist for the recruits we met. The number 
signing up for the French military tripled in  
the wake of the 2015 terrorist attacks across 
France – and many here in the mountains see 
the home front as the important one.

— Full report on page 6

As more people flock to increasingly built-up 
cities, the debate around public space is 
turning a page. Norwegian architecture firm 
Snøhetta’s smart new library in Calgary 
isn’t just a bolthole for bookworms. Instead 
the dramatic boat-like arch of concrete,  
glass and western red cedar is better thought  
of as a bridge between downtown and the 
overlooked neighbourhood of East Village. 
The latter long suffered from being left behind 
as the rest of the city progressed – not helped  
by Calgary’s glass-clad municipal govern-
ment building, which was built with its back  
to the area.

The library represents a new chapter in 
relations between the neighbourhoods: access-
ing one from the other is now immeasurably 
simpler. Inside, the wooden walkways wend 
upwards, past recording studios, meeting 
rooms and reading nooks, to an intimate read-
ing room inspired by New York Public Library.

As civic spaces shrink and privately owned 
land divides neighbourhoods, this library’s 
story is essential reading for city-planners.

— Full report on page 29

MOUNTAIN 
RESISTANCE 
Duty calls
 Drills with an elite French platoon

ONE FOR  
THE BOOKS 
Fine discovery
 Calgary library makes spines tingle

 
I’ve got  

some grate  
gift ideas,  
you know.

HOW THE MOON BOOT’S OTHERWORLDLY 
APPEAL MADE TRACKS AND WHY THEY 

CONTINUE TO ORBIT THE INDUSTRY

Stay in step with the season’s 
winter kitsch.

See page 35

➞

PEACE SUMMITS WILL ABOUND 
IN 2019. WE PROFILE A FEW SUCH 

EVENTFUL MEETINGS, FROM BEIJING 
TO VLADIVOSTOK

Yalta egos: read on for a field guide to 
tension-calming conclaves

See page 10

➞
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Last issue 
– time for me 
to turn in

Being an outsider from a poor background 
gave film-maker Barry Jenkins the impetus to 
learn his craft, he tells us in an exclusive inter-
view. Here the Academy award-winner speaks 
about his latest film, an adaptation of James 
Baldwin’s If Beale Street Could Talk, and why 
this portrait of racial tensions in 1970s Harlem 
is as relevant today as it ever was.

— Full story on page 22

FINAL CUT 
New direction
Oscar-winning director holds forth

£5.00/€5.00 
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MAKING TRACKS: FINLAND’S 
FULL-THROTTLE SNOW-HOW

STOMP AND CEREMONY: A SURE-
FOOTED GUIDE TO WINTER KICKS

SECRET OF THE FAROES: THE ROCKY 
ROLE OF AN ISLAND DIPLOMAT

SAY CHEESE: A TASTY RECIPE FOR 
FILLING AUSTRIAN COMFORT FOOD

20 DECEMBER –  
26 DECEMBER 2018

Most people would turn tail at the prospect of 
an avalanche but not so the folks at the Swiss 
Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research 
(slf). It’s their job to monitor snowfall, tem-
perature, prevailing winds and the threat 
to slope-side communities. The mission is 
achieved though canny climate science, Alpine 
know-how and the James Bond-esque act of 
lobbing explosives from moving helicopters to 
trigger the (safe) shifting of snow.

The effects of climate change can feel 
oblique but the institute’s mother organisa-
tion, which also studies forests and the Swiss 
landscape, has some 500 staff and about 6,000 
test, observation and experimentation sites at 
its disposal around the country. Alongside the 
Swiss Polar Institute and other bodies, the slf 
works with organisations that monitor climate 
change – another variable that adds complex-
ity to the life-or-death work of an avalanche 
watcher. We took to the slopes overlooking 
Davos to learn more.

— Full report on page 02 

The summer of 2003 was the driest on record 
in the Okanagan Valley on Canada’s west coast. 
It was here that a stray lightning bolt ignited 
an inferno that would go on to displace 33,000 
people and incinerate some 26,000 hectares  
of woodland. 

From the destruction sprung a winery that’s 
testament to the determination of businesses in 
this corner of British Columbia. Martin’s Lane 
is the inspiration of Seattle-based architecture 
firm Olson Kundig and a symbol of hope 
among what was once mere ashes. 

The black spiral staircases coil upwards 
like wisps of smoke and owner Anthony von 
Mandl’s art collection (including the ear-
sheared Van Gogh bust pictured) speaks of 
hope blooming in what was a desolate place. 
The materials used, such as rusted and cor-
rugated metal and charred wood, mask a 
clever gravity-flow winery (each stage of pro-
duction takes place below the last). As well  
as producing a mean pinot noir and a fine  
riesling, the winery is now ramping up its 
output nicely.

— More on page 32 

Swiss gallerists Iwan and Manuela Wirth are 
darlings of the art world but success in taking 
over a remote hotel in the Scottish village of 
Braemar was never assured. When the pair 
bought a Victorian pile in Cairngorms national 
park they embarked on a three-year project to 
rehabilitate a down-at-heel hotel while never 

BREAKING 
THE ICE 
Dynamite idea
Davos’s explosive avalanche solution 

GETTING 
AHEAD 
Barrel on
Canada winery’s grape expectations

TARTAN THE 
PLACE UP 
Highland revamp
Gallerists add hotel to the collection

losing ties with the community. The just-
opened, 46-room Fife Arms has all the high-
land charm you’d hope for and plenty in the 
way of the unexpected and unlikely. The place 
is bedecked with some outstanding works of art 
from the Wirths’ collection, and decorated with 
marble busts, cabinets filled with taxidermy birds 
and a three-metre-tall mahogony chimneypiece 
inspired by Scottish poet Robert Burns. 

The Clunie Dining Room (named after the 
river it overlooks) celebrates Scottish ingredi-
ents cooked over an open flame – but one of 
the biggest successes has been the cosy pub, 
The Flying Stag, which is already popular with 
locals. We raise a glass to the achievement and 
mull over the importance of supporting a com-
munity as well as a hotel.

— Full report on page 41

 
Butch looks 
for bulldogs 

and the bone 
idol. Woof.

GOING LOCO: THE SWISS MAESTRO  
ON THE FAST TRACK TO SUCCESS

LEAP OF FAITH: CHINA’S SKI-JUMPING 
TEAM DECAMPS TO FINLAND
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SOLE SEARCHING: A SURE-FOOTED 
GUIDE TO SUMMER SANDALS

It’s hoot 
off the 
presses

“STAFF WERE CALLED 
‘COASTAL ADVISERS’. 
IT DIDN’T MAKE THE 

SUSHI BETTER.”

PABLO CARRINGTON ON 
HOTEL-TRADE TRICKERY 

SEE PAGE 21

‘I’m forever  
worrying about 

the overheads...’

The Pontifical Swiss Guard has protected 
the pope and Vatican since 1506 – so it’s 
little wonder that some sprucing is over-
due. Its men have to meet stringent require-
ments: only unwed Swiss Roman Catholics 
between 19 and 30 who are at least 1.74 metres  

Switzerland’s Badi season is in full swing and 
we’re joining in with the fun. The first stop in our 
series is Lido di Lugano in Ticino. Established 
in 1928, it is one of countless traditional  
public-bathing houses that opened on Swiss 
lakes and rivers from the 19th century on.

In most countries, crystal-clear waterways 
open to swimmers are hard to come by but in 
Switzerland they’re the norm; in summer this is 
where life happens. As a heatwave swept across 
Europe, we sought refuge in the cool waters  
of Lido di Lugano and learned what Badi  
culture is all about.

— Our report on page 29

How do you make a fundraising event an instant 
hit? Formal dinners are the go-to format but in 
Los Angeles, the West Coast outpost of Mak 
Centre is raising the stakes. Every year this arts 
and architecture institution organises a tennis 
tournament that’s out of the ordinary. For 
starters, many of the players are from the city’s 
creative class. And then there’s the setting:  
a court on the terrace of a modernist marvel, 
the Sheats-Goldstein Residence. Aiming above 
people’s expectations helps to score big wins.

— Our report on page 14

SMASH HIT 
The money game

1  LA fundraiser serves up a treat

tall and happy to serve a minimum of 26 
months will make the cut.

Finding recruits is no easy task, especially 
now that Pope Francis has expanded the Swiss 
Guard from 110 men to 135 to improve security.  
To tempt newcomers, the Swiss Guard is  
modernising: it has recently introduced 
3D-printed helmets – proving that tradition 
and innovation can go hand in hand – and is 
working on replacing the old barracks within 
the walls of the Vatican with a swish €50m 
building by Swiss architects Durisch ! Nolli. 
The new quarters – due to be completed by 
2023 – offer the growing corps a space to live 
and train that’s fit for the future. We go behind 
the scenes to see what life is like in the world’s 
oldest – and smallest – operating army.

— Our report on page 02

BOARD MEETING: A DIVING  
MASTERCLASS IN MALLORCA? HOP IN

Fancy some mad modernist architecture with 
your Mediterranean escape? The 1960s urban 
seaside utopia of La Grand Motte has you cov-
ered on all fronts.

In the steamy south of France, design-
savvy travellers are flocking to see the bold,  
beautiful and sometimes baffling architecture  
pioneered here by Jean Balladur. From  
futuristic fountains to apartment blocks that 
resemble Inca temples, Balladur carved out a 
new type of seaside town, while paying tribute 
to Oscar Niemeyer and Le Corbusier.

We drop anchor in the sparkling marina 
to learn how a preservation push by local  
government – plus some smartly planted  
foliage – has allowed an urban oasis to blossom.

— Our report on page 18

Bon Motte 
Strong foundation

1  French seaside modernism 

Are you a  
Papal person?  
Recruitment drive

1  Could this be your summer job?  
2  Pope plays with his barracks

SWELL TIME  
Move your Badi

1  Swiss bathing clubs are best 
2  We sample Ticino’s lido 

It is a balmy night. A breeze is edging 
through the restaurant. Tables are humming 
happily with conversation. Tears of conden-
sation are meandering down the sides of 
cold beer glasses. Fans whirr overhead.

And then, out of the corner of my eye, I 
spot a young woman standing by a balcony, 
the glittering lights of the restaurant behind 
her. Every now and then she spins around, 
shakes her hair and her face contorts. Has 
a lizard fallen from the rattan roof into her 
hair? Or perhaps a cockroach has scuttled 
up her leg and she is urgently trying to  
dislodge it? Is a mongoose nibbling at her 
toe? It can happen in these parts. 

And then it sinks in. Standing almost 
out of view, in the gloom, is that special 
breed of boyfriend whose main task on 
any holiday is to photograph his girlfriend 
giving come-hither looks to the camera and 
the world beyond the lens, but certainly not 
to him. They are part of a class of invisible 
people called Nits – those Never In The 
Shot. There are Nits parents, Nits brothers 
and even a few Nits girlfriends.

— Continues on page 10

The Weekly Column
by Andrew Tuck

Over exposure
1  Pity the portrait-taker 
2  Beware of the flashers too
3  This isn’t what we pictured

£5.00/€5.00 
chf8/ca$10

ALL ABOARD: HOW THE DUTCH RIVER 
POLICE ARE MAKING WAVES
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It’s issue 
‘twit-two’
already

“THE ENVIRONMENT  
IS ALWAYS IMPORTANT 

TO US BUT I DON’T  
WANT TO FOCUS ON 
DESIGNING FOR IT”

KENGO KUMA COMES CLEAN
SEE PAGE 21JARRING CONCLUSIONS: RESTAURANT 

PRESERVES PACIFIC CHARM 

The Weekly Column
by Andrew Tuck

Get out more
1  Does mass tourism work?
2  Who should stay at home?
3  Why cities should stay open

£5.00/€5.00 
chf8/ca$10

There are too many people going on 
holiday, clogging up the piazzas, museums, 
canals and ice-cream parlours of the 
world’s greatest cities. And the locals are 
getting ructious. They don’t want their 
neighbourhoods taken over by cheapskates 
staying in Airbnbs and failing to put money 
into the economy. They don’t want people 
posing for photos on their picturesque 
doorsteps. They don’t want late-night stag-
party people with their willy inflatables. 
They want all of these people gone and 
now. So buy your Colosseum snow globe, 
get back on your bus and bugger off. Oh 
and take your cruise ships too.

One small problem. Who is going to 
stay at home? Which one of you is going  
to stop travelling? 

It’s at this point everyone seems to  
come up with a solution that miraculously 
leaves them out of the no-holiday equation. 
They will tell you how backpackers are the 
menace because of their penny-pinching 
tendencies (Helga and Johann living off 
crackers and sleeping on the beach are 
hardly going to keep a city’s restaurants 
busy, they reason). 

Next to have their passports snatched 
away will be those who get around by  
coach. And placed on permanent house 
arrest will be anyone who has a cruise-ship 
predilection – who needs people who spend 
eight hours frantically Instagramming  
every tourist site and barely have the time to 
suck a lolly before they are back on board? 

These, to be clear, are the bad tourists.  
And the good ones? Well, wealthy people 
because they do put money into the 
economy. And perhaps the odd visiting 
professor who will spend her whole trip out 
of sight in a miserable museum and bother 
nobody. Oh, and also in the good books 
will be the person giving you their tourist 
vision – “Oh me? I am more of a traveller. 
I always get to know the locals. And I do 
speak French you know.”

Let’s be clear, mass tourism can 
buckle cities, distort economies and make 
it frustrating to get to the bar. But it also 
works rather well. 

Take Venice. Last week the Italian 
government said that it would restrict 
cruise-ship access and make boats drop 
anchor at neighbouring ports instead  
(let’s see). I get it. The ships are too big and 
have banged into canal sides and caused 
anguish. But the idea that the city cannot 
cope with all the visitors is debatable. Last 
summer we sent a team to the Architecture 
Biennale in the heat of summer and, yes,  
St Mark’s Square was like a theme park. 

— Continues on page 10

Milan is known as a city of fashion and 
design but young Milanese are turning to 
another diversion in droves: dance halls. Long 
frequented by the silver set, some of the city’s 
balera, or ballrooms, are receiving a timely 
rebrand and proving popular with tail-feather-
shakers of all ages. 

Twins Veronica and Marian Di Furia quit 
high-flying jobs in Australia and Austria (as a 
make-up artist and art director, respectively) 
to return home and take the reins at Balera 
dell’Ortica, which dates from 1896. It now 
hums with the tapping of toes, the beat of 
music and, yes, even the occasional conga 
line. Far from being ironic or a throwback 
undertaken by scenesters, the fact that so many 
people are flocking to the dance hall seems 
to belie a genuine yearning among younger 
customers (the oldies never left) for a little fun 
and flirtation. We watch as Balera dell’Ortica 
takes its first steps.

— Our report on page 14

The population of Île de Ré grows tenfold 
during the balmier months of the year 
when most shops, hotels, businesses and 
entrepreneurs earn their keep. Though life on 
the island – off the west coast of France – is 
still slow-paced, things are changing fast. How 
can a small island stay stable in an era of mass 
tourism, particularly when travellers are after 
the latest scoop? We meet the entrepreneurs 
supporting a sustainable business model.

— Our report on page 28

How dance halls 
conga’d Milan 
Twist in the tale

1  Lombardy’s peppy new pastime

On the Ré:  
Paris goes west 
Île see you there

1  France’s isolated island escape

‘All scoop, limited 
waffle. That’s the 

Monocle way’

Embassies are important for diplomacy and 
statecraft and the offices they inhabit can play 
a subtler role: projecting the intentions, aims 
and attitudes of their hosts. For an object 
lesson in the art of doing it well, there’s the 
newly opened Swiss Embassy in Seoul. Here a 
low-rise timber and concrete structure speaks 
of both Swiss precision and a can-do South 
Korean attitude. The building takes its design 
cues from the traditional South Korean hanok 
buildings with state-of-the-art engineering and 
a few modern touches. 

As Asian cities such as Seoul are filling up 
with western-style glass and steel skyscrapers, 
the Swiss have shown that sensitivity to design 
– and the flush finishes and attention to detail 
they’re famous for – can offer new solutions. 
The embassy is already going down well 
with the neighbours so the ambassador, and 
the nation he represents, are building lasting 
relationships in Seoul. Mission accomplished.

— Our report on page 18

NEW DIGS  
Diplomatic design

1  Swiss embassy opens in Seoul 
2  International relations step up

Lake Cauma is the glinting jewel of Flims, a 
Unesco World Heritage-listed mountain resort 
in the Swiss Alps. The setting is home to a 
Badi (public pool) that’s been in use since the 
19th century but an influx of tourists (many 
from China and the US) shows that there’s 
still potential to grow. This optimism is one 
reason for an architecture competition that 
aims to bring this old resort – once beloved 
by Victorians for its curative waters – into 
the modern day, creating a springboard for 
discovering the region. Many of the visitors 
we meet are keen to slip the relentless  
business of city life in favour of nature and a 
swim outdoors. 

The first Badi was built at Caumasee in 
the 1920s but dismantled to make way for the 
current 1970s incarnation. We visit this modest 
but much-loved wooden pavilion and look 
ahead to the competition. Whatever structure is 
decided upon, it will likely be more ambitious 
than what’s here. Locals and visitors alike will 
also be heartened to hear that it’s been mooted 
for year-round use.

— Our report on page 29

SPLASH OUT  
Raft of changes

1  The Swiss ‘Badi’ builders 
2  Is this the ideal summer escape?

IN NEED OF A  
MANTA RAY OR  

RUBBER RING (HUNK INCLUDED)? 
WE LAY BARE THE SPLASHY, 

TRASHY WORLD OF  
THE NOVELTY LILO

Monocle’s Periodic 
Table of Inflatables 

See page 31

“Also in the good books will 
be the person giving you their 
tourist vision – ‘Oh me? I am 

more of a traveller. I always get 
to know the locals. And I do 

speak French you know’”

PLENTY OF BOTTLE: SMALL-SCALE 
PORTUGUESE VINEYARD THINKING BIG

ISLE BE BACK: VIENNA’S SECLUDED 
CITY ESCAPE (CLOTHING OPTIONAL)
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ARTY PARTY: GALLERIES  
ON THE UP IN THE AEGEAN

You’d be  
wise to pick 
up a copy

“WE HELP FARMERS AND 
SHEPHERDS SET PRICES 
WITH SUPERMARKETS. 

THAT’S HELPING”

FOOD CAMPAIGNER  
CARLOS ZAMORA 

SEE PAGE 23
EWE AGAIN? PORTUGAL’S FINEST 

HEAD BACK TO THE LAND
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What’s in a name? Quite a lot if you happen to 
be North Macedonia. By officially changing 
its name (from the Republic of Macedonia) 
earlier this year it was able to bury a three-
decade-long diplomatic stand-off with 

Greece. Moreover, the Balkan nation has 
seen a boost in international goodwill and, 
indeed, investment. 

Now, with accession into Nato all but 
secured, overseas businesses are feeling 
increasingly positive about the country’s 
future; as a result, foreign direct investment 
is double the average of previous years. One 
of the biggest areas that has seen a financial 
bump is the technology industry – and as 
many as 50,000 new jobs have been created 
across the country as a whole. However, with 
the question of EU membership still loom-
ing, it’s not yet clear just how high the coun-
try’s fortunes will rise.

— Find out more on page 06

Calling card  
Balkan bump

1  North Macedonia wins out 
2  Nato membership imminent 
3  EU enrollment next?

For many European cities cleaved with canals, 
water transport is a regular way of life. Not so 
in St Petersburg, where it is more of a tourist 
pursuit than a means for residents to navigate 
the city. But urban planner Alexey Onatsko is 
behind a pilot scheme that sees a passenger 
ferry navigating the Neva River, bringing locals 
from the centre to factory-turned-cultural des-
tination Sevkabel Port. Will the scheme see 
water transport stay afloat in the city?

— Turn to page 06

AHOY THERE  
Water transport

1  St Petersburg banks on its river 
2  Ferry scheme floated 
3  Will residents get on board?

Oh, you’re one of those people are 
you? Trying to retire by the time you 
are 30 by making someone else pay for 
your electricity bills? We’ve seen you 
in our local café: headphones on, star-
ing with bitter determination at your 
laptop screen, anxious to avoid any eye- 
contact with the waiter and his nicely com-
posed menu. You’ve been here for four 
hours now and have guarded that empty 
coffee cup with more vigour than Gollum 
puts into keeping people away from his  
infamous ring.

There’s an unwritten contract at play 
here and you, dear sir, are in breach of the 
conditions. Sure, you can hang out all day 
working on your never-to-be-finished novel 
or genius business idea but, in return, you 
have to spend at least some money on that 
Monzo card you keep talking about. And, 
no, one extra oat-milk latte is not enough 
to win you a reprieve.

— Continued on page 10

The Weekly Column
by Andrew Tuck,
Monocle editor

Space invaders
1  How not to behave in public
2  Some boundaries are sacred
3  Why third spaces are failing

What if taking to the sky wasn’t just some-
thing you did to go on holiday but a part of 
your daily commute? As cities become more 
and more crowded, great transport infrastruc-
ture has never been more vital – but the time, 
money and public consensus needed to rip up 
roads or even whole neighbourhoods for new 
bus and metro routes can be daunting. Some 
cities have found another solution: look up.

Germany’s Wuppertal, for example, is 
home to the oldest electric suspension rail-
way in the world: the Schwebebahn. The  
13.3km stretch of elevated tracks is vital for 
keeping the city ticking over, as residents dis-
covered when it closed briefly earlier this year. 
It’s just reopened with new carriages and an 
updated schedule, allowing commuters to 
breathe easy again.

It’s a feeling that Bolivians in La Paz  
recognise well. Journeys around the moun-
tainous city and into neighbouring El Alto 
have long been choked by poor roads and 
heavy traffic congestion. Now, thanks to  
the cable-car system Mi Teleférico that com-
prises 10 different lines, residents can rise 
above it all – quite literally.

— Report on page 13

Cities going up 
in the world 
Urban mobility

1  Suspension railways 
2  Innovative transport fixes

How can a Badi stay open all year? Daniel 
Windlin of Strandbad Seeburg, in the Swiss 
village of Küssnacht am Rigi, has found a way 
thanks to his lakeside restaurant. Combined 
with the bathing house’s smart architecture, 
his efforts have inspired other Badis to revamp 
too. This model proves that the retreat has a 
bright future ahead, not only in Switzerland 
but also in cities from Berlin to Paris, which 
would do well to follow Switzerland’s example.

— More on page 31

LIKE A DUCK 
TO WATER 
‘Badi’ bonanza
1  Bathing houses open year-round 
2  Old favourite making a splash 
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Fashion?
I’m in fine 
feather

“THE KEY QUESTION IS: 
WHAT CAN WE OFFER IN 
SHOPS THAT YOU CAN’T 

GET ONLINE?”

JOSÉ MANUEL ALBESA OF 
FRAGRANCE FIRM PUIG 
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In the fashion world, autumn means reset-
ting. It’s now that industry folk begin their 
whirlwind circuit of womenswear shows. 
It’s also the time when everyone packs away 
T-shirts and seersucker shorts, and begins 
stocking up on long coats and layers in  
interesting materials. Many people mourn 
the fact that the mercury is beginning to dip 
and beach holidays are over. But for those of 
us who like clothes, autumn – and especially 
September – is prime time.

As we embrace the new season, it’s worth 
reflecting on how the industry is faring. At 
monocle we’re interested in great design  
talents, of course, but also in the business of 
fashion. In this newspaper we profile markets 
that are ripe for opportunity, such as high-
end childrenswear and well-made uniforms. 
We also take a clear, sharp look at the biggest 
topics. Everyone is talking about sustainabil-
ity and customisation. We lift the lid on these 
movements by visiting Grailed, a dynamic 
player in the booming luxury-resale sector, 
and at Glent, a technology-savvy bespoke 
shoemaker from Spain.

It might now be trendy to talk about 
“buying less but better” but we have always 
championed designers who create pieces 
that last. You can see our favourite styles in 
our outdoor-themed menswear shoot in the 
Swiss Alps (pictured right) and in our wom-
enswear shoot. Plus: read about slow-fashion  
thinking in our interview with celebrated 
designer Marco Zanini, who has just launched 
his own brand. Dive in.

Propping up 
your style game 
Fashion refresh

1  Hottest new design talents 
2  Can fashion be sustainable?  
3  Our picks for men and women

Sweden has long been crowned queen 
of Scandi cool but Copenhagen’s much- 
visited fashion week is directing the industry’s 
lens towards Denmark. An array of nascent 
labels are stepping into the limelight, with 
international buyers clamouring to discover 
them; Danish brands are, arguably, more 
playful than their minimalist neighbours. 
Womenswear designer Cecilie Bahnsen  
(pictured, left) is at the forefront, with frothy 
tulle dresses that she says are appropriate for 
everyday wear. Meet Denmark’s rising stars.

— Find out more on page 38

DANE REIGN  
Take note, Sweden

1  Denmark’s fashionable turn

‘Summer’s over. 
I’m getting the 

chocolates out!’

Who would have thought that a quaint 
Bavarian town would be a hot fashion capi-
tal? More than any other country, Germany’s 
retail landscape spreads far beyond its major 
cities. In towns such as Amberg, Waldkirchen 
and Neumarkt the market is rife with luxury 
labels such as Odeeh and Burberry. Find out 
how these shops manage to get customers 
through the doors. 

— Full report on page 15

SMALL GAINS 
German scene

1  Tiny towns, big brands

How do you go about bringing an historic 
French brand back from the dead? Guillaume 
Henry has a few ideas. lvmh has hired 
Carven’s former creative director to resurrect 
storied fashion house Jean Patou and he’s 
thrown himself at the task – including chop-
ping off part of its name, bringing down the 
price point and starting the collection again 
from scratch. Can he succeed? 

— Turn to page 03

Brace yourself 
Brand revival

1  Jean Patou resurrected 
2  Guillaume Henry at the helm
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• the business handbook for people with big ideas • issue 01 • 2019

YOU CAN  
DO THIS

How to start, grow and hand over a  
company that’s good for you, your  
community and your quality of life.

* Inspiring stories and great tips – including  
spotting the proverbial gap,  

becoming a rural money maker, 
opening a cinema and finding a  
business course that really works

‘HERE’S HOW TO 
NAME, PITCH AND 

BRAND YOUR FIRM’

‘CAN YOU TELL US 
WHERE OUR HQ 

SHOULD BE TOO?’

‘WOW, 20 IDEAS TO 
INVEST IN. LET’S 
CALL THE BANK’

‘GREAT. BUT CAN 
YOU NOT HOLD MY 
HAND SO TIGHTLY?’

*DISCOVER HOW 
TO KIT OUT THE 
IDEAL OFFICE

‘I MUST 
READ 

ABOUT THE 
NEW WORK 

DRESS 
CODES’ 
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Fashion?
I’m in fine 
feather

“THE KEY QUESTION IS: 
WHAT CAN WE OFFER IN 
SHOPS THAT YOU CAN’T 

GET ONLINE?”

JOSÉ MANUEL ALBESA OF 
FRAGRANCE FIRM PUIG 
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In the fashion world, autumn means reset-
ting. It’s now that industry folk begin their 
whirlwind circuit of womenswear shows. 
It’s also the time when everyone packs away 
T-shirts and seersucker shorts, and begins 
stocking up on long coats and layers in  
interesting materials. Many people mourn 
the fact that the mercury is beginning to dip 
and beach holidays are over. But for those of 
us who like clothes, autumn – and especially 
September – is prime time.

As we embrace the new season, it’s worth 
reflecting on how the industry is faring. At 
monocle we’re interested in great design  
talents, of course, but also in the business of 
fashion. In this newspaper we profile markets 
that are ripe for opportunity, such as high-
end childrenswear and well-made uniforms. 
We also take a clear, sharp look at the biggest 
topics. Everyone is talking about sustainabil-
ity and customisation. We lift the lid on these 
movements by visiting Grailed, a dynamic 
player in the booming luxury-resale sector, 
and at Glent, a technology-savvy bespoke 
shoemaker from Spain.

It might now be trendy to talk about 
“buying less but better” but we have always 
championed designers who create pieces 
that last. You can see our favourite styles in 
our outdoor-themed menswear shoot in the 
Swiss Alps (pictured right) and in our wom-
enswear shoot. Plus: read about slow-fashion  
thinking in our interview with celebrated 
designer Marco Zanini, who has just launched 
his own brand. Dive in.

Propping up 
your style game 
Fashion refresh

1  Hottest new design talents 
2  Can fashion be sustainable?  
3  Our picks for men and women

Sweden has long been crowned queen 
of Scandi cool but Copenhagen’s much- 
visited fashion week is directing the industry’s 
lens towards Denmark. An array of nascent 
labels are stepping into the limelight, with 
international buyers clamouring to discover 
them; Danish brands are, arguably, more 
playful than their minimalist neighbours. 
Womenswear designer Cecilie Bahnsen  
(pictured, left) is at the forefront, with frothy 
tulle dresses that she says are appropriate for 
everyday wear. Meet Denmark’s rising stars.

— Find out more on page 38

DANE REIGN  
Take note, Sweden

1  Denmark’s fashionable turn

‘Summer’s over. 
I’m getting the 

chocolates out!’

Who would have thought that a quaint 
Bavarian town would be a hot fashion capi-
tal? More than any other country, Germany’s 
retail landscape spreads far beyond its major 
cities. In towns such as Amberg, Waldkirchen 
and Neumarkt the market is rife with luxury 
labels such as Odeeh and Burberry. Find out 
how these shops manage to get customers 
through the doors. 

— Full report on page 15

SMALL GAINS 
German scene

1  Tiny towns, big brands

How do you go about bringing an historic 
French brand back from the dead? Guillaume 
Henry has a few ideas. lvmh has hired 
Carven’s former creative director to resurrect 
storied fashion house Jean Patou and he’s 
thrown himself at the task – including chop-
ping off part of its name, bringing down the 
price point and starting the collection again 
from scratch. Can he succeed? 

— Turn to page 03

Brace yourself 
Brand revival

1  Jean Patou resurrected 
2  Guillaume Henry at the helm
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A wise 
purchase, 
indeed

Tastes change and food fads falter but bread 
and butter are such humble and comforting 
provisions that the phrase itself has come to 
signify the basics. But as customers’ expecta-
tions change and a desire for provenance peaks, 
there’s been an unlikely boom in demand for 
Danish butter. And this isn’t the modish, dairy-
free spreadable kind, either. The Scandinavian 
nation churned out 57 tonnes of the stuff last 
year (that’s 50-plus per cent more than 10 years 
ago). It’s all a little odd, given an overall slump 
in global dairy consumption but heartening too. 
What’s better than a hunk of bread and the reas-
suring creaminess of farm-fresh butter before 
braving the chill outside? We meet the produc-
ers making butter the old-fashioned way. 

— Full spread on page 32

Hotels are much more than a room for a night – 
they can create communities and revive neigh-
bourhoods. Hotelier Katherine Lo’s Eaton 
Hotel in Hong Kong is stretching the definition 
further. She wants them to be sites of conver-
sation and protest. Instead of a ribbon-cutting, 
Lo hosted a three-day festival of film screenings 
and readings of books banned by the govern-
ment. Lo’s first property opened in Washington 
DC in September – and she says it won’t be the 
last. After all, Lo is the daughter of Lo Ka Shui, 
a real-estate mogul and chair of Great Eagle 
Holdings, which owns Langham Hotels. Over 
the next three years, Lo is eyeing up openings 
in San Francisco, Seattle and Toronto. All cities 
where there’s something to talk about.

— Join the conversation on page 43

SPREAD IT 
Butter up
Those who dairy win – in Denmark

PILLOW TALK 
Check-out time
A Hong Kong hotel speaks volumes

£5.00/€5.00 
chf8

YOU’RE IN LECH: A SEEMLY VILLAGE 
ALTERNATIVE WITH PRISTINE PISTES

MOUNTIN’ A RESISTANCE: MEXICO’S 
HIGH-ALTITUDE LAW ENFORCEMENT

FANCY A DIP? OUR INDULGENT TAKE 
ON MOREISH MOUNTAIN FARE

The designs of Gio Ponti never seem to lose 
lustre and this winter, crowds are gathering 
to glimpse a retrospective of the mid-century 
Milanese maestro’s portfolio at Paris’s Musée 
des Arts Décoratifs. Part of the exhibition’s 
pull, aside from the spot-on curation by Sophie 
Bouilhet-Dumas (pictured, left), is the universal 
nature of Ponti’s work. His oft-quoted philoso-
phy of thinking about details rather than grand 
designs “from spoon to skyscraper” is on full 
and meaningful display here. In an era when 
designers are encouraged to turn their hand to 
every aspect of a brief, there’s plenty to learn 
from Ponti’s studied approach.

— Full report on page 30

GET TO  
THE PONTI  
Sitting pretty
1  Gio Ponti’s best bits in Paris
2  Detail-minded doyen shows off
3  A retrospective with take-aways

29 NOVEMBER –  
5 DECEMBER 2018

“THERE IS A FESTIVAL WHEN 
ICELANDIC ‘DELICACIES’ 

ARE EATEN (ROTTEN SHARK, 
CONGEALED SHEEP’S BLOOD). 

DEFINITELY HAZARDOUS.” 

Ambassadorial advice on      
Icelandic diplomacy.

See page 10

➞

It’s hard to name two state leaders with more 
divergent views of the world in 2018 than 
Donald Trump and Angela Merkel. But you 
wouldn’t know that from a spin through the 
halls of a security and defence institute in the 
Bavarian town of Garmisch-Partenkirchen. 
The George C Marshall European Center 
for Security Studies has been run by the 
US Department of Defense and Germany’s 
Federal Ministry of Defence since 1993, and 
its operations today are smoother and better 
than they’ve been in years. That could be 
because here the importance of Nato isn’t 
questioned and international co-operation is 
seen as a goal unto itself. By working with offi-
cials and experts from around the world, the 
institute attempts to address security and pro-
mote democracy. With Trump continuing to 
do his best to upend the liberal international 
order and Merkel stepping down in 2021, the 
Marshall Center’s existence is reassuring.

— Full report on page 6

HOW TO BE  
A GENERAL 
Alpine education
 1  Defence chiefs in training 
 2  Bavaria as a mock battleground

The Marshall Center schools 
defence heads of the future 

(and isn’t far from the slopes).

Garmisch-Partenkirchen 
in the Bavarian Alps is the 
unlikely site of US-German 

defensive ties.

31 may – 06 june 2018
£5.00/€5.00/chf8
us$10/ca$10
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BUSINESS: THE JAPANESE PACK 
PUTTING QUALITY BEFORE PROFIT

CULTURE: THE NEW BLOOD PUMPING 
UP VIENNA’S ART MARKET

TRAVEL: A HELSINKI HOTEL THAT’S 
REDEFINING HOSPITALITY IN THE CITY

SPORT: A SHAGGY-DOG STORY 
THAT’S GAINING GLOBAL FAVOUR 

This issue 
is turning 
heads

There’s been a surprising revival: the queue. 
Once associated with either a scarcity of basics 
(communist Europe) or British conformity 
(the self-governing straight line for the bus), 
the queue has gone cool. A younger genera-
tion, supposedly weary of the high street and 
addicted to click-and-pay, is lining up for 
hours to get the right T-shirt or the best burger. 
We see who’s who in the global line-up.

— Full report on page 18

Can urban-planners make people happier? 
That’s what they’re trying to do in Sweden’s 
Linköping. In the new Vallastaden district they 
have banned private cars, signed residents up 
to a carpool, engineered the mixing of genera-
tions and added communal houses. Th e ambi-
tion goes beyond environment and Nordic 
social democracy: the idea is to encourage 
greater social interaction to get people talking. 

— Our report on page 29

Walk this way 
Drawing the line 

1  The queue gets a rebrand.

Linking up 
Connecting people 

1  It’s all smiles in Sweden. 

Section Section Section

SectionSectionSection

Comment

Comment

Apathy is all 
the rage in Italy 

1  Populism marches on.
2  ‘La Stampa’ columnist’s take.

Former US senator Bob Dole may have lost 
the presidential election to Bill Clinton in 
1996 but he asked a question perfect for 
the crazy days we’re living through in Italy: 
“Where’s the outrage?”

Venezuela’s Chávez and Maduro are 
role models for the bosses of the Five Star 
Movement, who were about to run Italy 
alongside the far-right Lega led by Matteo 
Salvini. Both parties are in love with Russia 
too: their shared foreign-policy goal is to 
roll back EU sanctions, giving Putin a pass 
for invading Ukraine and annexing Crimea. 
They also have a tight relationship with 
United Russia, Moscow’s ruling party.  Yet 
there’s no outrage. Where are the moderates, 
the liberals, the conservatives, the socialists, 
the radicals, the democrats?

With some exceptions, such as dailies Il 
Foglio and my own La Stampa, apathy reigns. 
Not even the news that designated prime 
minister Giuseppe Conte cheated with his 
CV stirred our indolence. 

We mostly owe this farce to the Five Star 
Movement, which isn’t a regular party but 
an obscure entity owned by Milan-based pri-
vate company Rousseau Association (named 
after the ideologue of the totalitarian state). 
Its platform is full of no-tax and no-high-
speed-train hysteria, and they pledged to 
close Ilva, a steel plant that employs about 
20,000 people. They also want to give  
out money through a universal basic income 
and impose flat tax rates of 15 to 20 per cent 
on all incomes.

Enter Italian president Sergio Mattarella,  
who on Sunday refused to nominate 
81-year-old Paolo Savona – who has been 
advocating a secretive “plan B” to leave the 
eurozone – for finance minister. Salvini and 
Di Maio turned down any other option and 
Conte’s cabinet collapsed.

Mattarella asked economist Carlo 
Cottarelli to lead the country through the 
next few months and probably towards 
another general election. But this isn’t the 
end of the story: Cottarelli doesn’t have a 
majority in parliament and the populists 
want to impeach Mattarella. They tried, they 
failed and now they threaten the Republic. 
They’re good at nothing and capable of any-
thing. Italy needs to restrict their insanity 
and to contain their vanity. Seriously now, 
where’s the outrage? Christian Rocca

God gets a good showing at the Venice 
Architecture Biennale courtesy of some deft 
new chapel commissioning by the Vatican. The 
papal state has unveiled 10 temporary cha-
pels – created by architects of various stature, 
Norman Foster being the best known – on the 
island of San Giorgio Maggiore, a vaporetto- 
hop from St Mark’s Square.

“This gift from the Vatican is some-
thing peculiar that represents the current 
feeling in the Vatican,” says architecture 
historian Francesco Dal Co, the enigmatic non- 
Catholic curator behind the project. Peculiar 
because he and the architects had free rein. “I 
told the Vatican that if they try to change any 
of the architects I will go and they said, ‘OK’.” 

The results are extraordinary and give the 
Vatican a more edgy and universal glow; this 
is about contemplation and faith, and not just 
in a Catholic sense. Plus, as a soft-power play, 
it’s divine.

— Read more on page 26

GOD’S GIFT 
TO VENICE 
Architectural zeal

1  Vatican erects 10 chapels.
2  Architects granted power.
3  Venice embraces the faith.

The start of June marks the beginning of 
the Atlantic hurricane season but nations 
in the region are far from prepared. No one 
knows this more than Carmen Yulín Cruz, the 
straight-talking mayor of Puerto Rico’s capi-
tal, San Juan. After Hurricane Maria devas-
tated her city last September, Cruz publicly 
and repeatedly laid the blame for the spiralling 
crisis at the feet of one man: Donald Trump.

More than eight months after the hurricane 
hit the island, parts of Puerto Rico are without 
power and the final death toll is still unknown. 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration reports that 2018 is likely to 
see up to nine hurricanes and Cruz is adamant 
that even a small storm could wreak havoc on 
the island’s infrastructure. “It can be a huff 
and a puff and the entire electrical grid will be 
shut.” We visit Cruz’s office to discuss Puerto 
Rico’s future, Trump’s failures and what needs 
to be done to prevent another disaster.

— Full report on page 08
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2  Puerto Rico isn’t prepared. 
3  Trump is the ‘neglector in chief’.
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MAKING A SPLASH: HOW AN ART 
SHOW BECAME A GLOBAL BRAND

FOLLOWING ORDERS: WHERE TO 
FIND THE SWISS CITY’S TOP TABLES 

“ON THE OUTSIDE, A ZIG-ZAGGING 
METAL STAIRCASE STANDS IN 

CONTRAST TO 1889 BRICKWORK AND 
LEADS TO A SPRAWLING RESTAURANT 

TERRACE AT THE TOP” 
Our correspondent on getting the best from  
Basel’s enviable architecture. See page 21

This year’s Art Basel, the 50th edition of the 
fair, is another occasion on which to marvel 
at the ability of a small Swiss city to host one 
of the world’s great art events with charm and 
guile – and without treading on toes, closing 
roads and employing black ops to police the 
streets (probably). Basel can put on a perfor-
mance but it doesn’t like to make a show of it. 

Inside the Messe this year, however, things 
will be different: performance art, long a cura-
torial favourite, swings into the Basel booths 
with an ambition to train the eye and the 
mind towards stillness and contemplation. 
Romanian artist Alexandra Pirici’s physical 
work “Aggregate”, front and centre as visitors 
enter, may try to warn of the lure of constant 
stimulation – but it’s sure to be an Instagram 
hit despite itself (pictured, bottom left). Indeed 
issues – race, gender, the environment – will 
also be addressed in works and themes at  
the fair. Will they be mere trends? Only time 
will tell. 

— Full report on page 10

What do the artists think? Art Basel has raised 
a broad curatorial sail to catch the market’s 
strong commercial trade winds and there 
will be hundreds of works at the fair that will  
be impossible to accommodate comfortably 
over a collector’s fireplace – but there are 
clearly more suits than smocks in the Messe. 
Despite the fact that Art Basel is a festival 
based around paint, sculpture and every other 
conceivable medium, the (invariably) good 
people that make it all can often seem conspic-
uous by their absence. 

There are reasons for this, some less news-
worthy than befit a newspaper front page. So in 
order to give a neat take on the creative process 
we have raided the audio archives of our sister 
radio station Monocle 24 to flash up some 
highlights from artists who have made waves in 
Basel over the years. Swiss video artist Pipilotti 
Rist (pictured) is among their number. “Yes, I 
think about the wonder of life,” she says, when 
asked about spirituality in her work. chf100 to 
any reader who overhears that said at the fair 
this week. 

— Full report on page 19

Basel, through a combination of astute plan-
ning and good luck, has elevated its city name 
to become a brand – and one that firmly sits 
in the luxury category. Art Basel is regarded as 
the pre-eminent art fair in the world: it pulls 
in top-tier collectors and its editions in Miami 
Beach and Hong Kong have given the Basel 
name proper global cachet. The city is also 
home to the world’s most important watch fair, 
Baselworld – another brand boost for this city 
of 171,000 souls. 

One of the guardians of Basel’s esteemed 
position is Elisabeth Ackermann (pictured), the 
president of Canton Basel-Stadt’s executive 
council (as close as you get to being mayor 
around here). She’s clear on what the art fair 
does for the city: “Art Basel carries the city’s 
name out into the world and brings great eco-
nomic benefits too.” That’s why, in our inter-
view, she explains that the city is right there in 
Miami and Hong Kong to endorse and sup-
port the shows. Basel also hosts Swiss Hernia 
Days – but that perhaps requires a different 
kind of support.

— Full report on page 02

READY FOR  
A CLOSE-UP 
Taking centre stage
Fair welcomes performance artists

MATTER OF 
PERSPECTIVE 
Artists’ viewpoints
Art Basel’s creatives in the spotlight

GETTING 
INTO GEAR 
Branding Basel
Discussion with the de facto mayor

Basel’s built environment muddles modern 
architecture in the footprint of a medieval town 
but it’s by the river that the city’s meandering 
fortunes can be most appreciably enjoyed. On 
a warm day at the Rheinbad Breite (pictured) 
you can spy hundreds of bathers bobbing in 
the cool, clear waters of the Rhine, framed by 

TAKE US TO 
THE RIVER  
Go with the flow
Enjoying the rejuvenated Rhine 

OUR UPCOMING SUMMER WEEKLIES WILL BE AVAILABLE ON BETTER NEWSSTANDS – AND IN MONOCLE SHOPS – AROUND THE WORLD IN AUGUST.
HQS: LONDON + ZÜRICH • BUREAUX: TOKYO • HONG KONG • TORONTO • LOS ANGELES

grassy banks, fishing huts and the odd nude 
sun-worshipper. But Basel’s relationship with 
its river hasn’t always run so smoothly. In 1986 
the already polluted water turned red after a 
toxic spill from the Sandoz chemical plant 
(chemicals are still big business in Basel). 

It proved a turning point. Since then a 
canny redesign, the rewilding of the riverbanks 
and a concerted clean-up have rehabilitated the 
once-overlooked waterway. Buvettes, or kiosks, 
have popped up to proffer snacks and drinks, 
while annual events such as the Imfluss music 
festival bring residents and visitors to the river 
for repast and relaxation. Read on for a few les-
sons on how to get the most from the Rhine 
(and how other cities can honour their natural 
assets). Go on, you’ll have a swell time.

— Full report on page 20
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The MONOCLE Guide to 
Hotels, Inns and Hideaways

A manual for everyone from holidaymakers to the hospitality trade. 
We side-step the tourist haunts in favour of stays with substance.

The Monocle 
Guide to Building 

Better Cities

— 113 —— 112 —

For much of its existence, Wellington was 
spared from the pressures of commerce by 
its status as New Zealand’s capital: most 
of the country’s corporates were based 
here, close to the seat of government, and 
20 per cent of the city’s population is still 
employed by the civil service. In recent 
years, though, large companies have shifted 
north to Auckland or even on to Sydney, 
while the national government has reduced 
the number of bureaucrats to cut costs. 

This may be the best thing that ever 
happened to Wellington. The machine of 
government is still a big employer but what 
has emerged more recently is that the city is 
the ideal environment for creative start-ups. 
With a young population and two universi-
ties, the conditions are perfect for compa-
nies looking beyond New Zealand’s tiny 
domestic market of just 4.4 million. 

Because of this limited customer base 
on home shores, the key to success is 
innovative, high-value businesses cracking 
foreign markets. Companies must excel at 
what they do on a global scale in order to 
overcome the hurdle of geographical dis-
tance. Direct flights to Asian capitals help, 
as does the city council’s agency to attract 
overseas investment. 

What Wellington lacks in size or prox-
imity to other markets it makes up for with 
creativity and density: almost everything 
in the city happens within a few blocks of 
downtown, in the cafés, bars and studios in 
and around Cuba Street and the Aro Valley.  
That means the city is highly connected. 
If you don’t already know the people you 
need to work with, they’re never more than 
a degree or two away from you. 

And despite – or perhaps because 
of – the often inclement weather and an 
outrageously steep geography, Wellington 
is beautiful. Downtown is compact, with 

small-scale brick buildings, while much of 
the city is made up of little wooden houses 
clinging to steep slopes. There are also 
wild beaches and some good restaurants, 
making it an easy sell for companies trying 
to recruit talent from elsewhere.

The regeneration of the harbour  
epitomises modern Wellington, where  
old warehouses have been replaced by 
a diverse collection of bars, restaurants, 
office buildings, museums, music venues 
and parks. Combined with the city’s iconic 
convergence of coast, hills and skyscrap-
ers, there is a bustle to the city that has not 
always existed.

The capital is aiming high. In this 
city of just 500,000 you’ll find the global 
headquarters for cloud-accounting software 
company Xero and outdoor clothing expert 
Icebreaker. You’ll also find the headquar-
ters of film director Peter Jackson, who 
now runs a studio set and post-production 
facility good enough to produce elements 
of The Lord of The Rings trilogy and The 
Hobbit, as well as the entire production of 
3d spectacular Avatar. — (m)

Why it works:

01 In this compact city of just 500,000 it’s very 
easy to make the connections you need – just 
by going out for a craft beer or two.

02 Being the seat of government attracts skilled 
people, including everyone from intellectual 
property lawyers to technology experts.

03  The city has more cafés per capita than virtu-
ally any other; a lot of Wellington business is 
done over an espresso or three.

t
02
Wellington
New Zealand
t
Preface
Long known as a public-sector 
employer, the Kiwi capital 
has, through a combination of 
contrivance and circumstance, 
diversified to become a hub 
for innovative small businesses. 
Throw in its beautiful location 
and abundance of cafés and  
Wellington has the air of a city 
that’s going places.  

t

business cities
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... All aboard! Join us for a tour of these cities’ outposts  
of good food, design, retail and more. Los geht’s! ... 
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Bistros. Apéro. Nightlife — Art. Design. Architecture — Hiking. Shopping. Swimming
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Zürich
Geneva ! Basel

... Qué onda? Join us for a tour of the city’s best food,  
design, retail and more. Vámonos! ... 

Mexico City
Street food. Cantinas. Mezcal — Art. Museums. Architecture — Mariachi. Markets. Fiestas
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M
elbourne

... Coffee up! Drink in the city’s outposts of good  
food, design, retail and more. Cheers, mate! ... 

Melbourne

With its picture-perfect terrace houses, 
enviable cache of cultural hotspots and more 
sleek coffee shops than you can shake a bag 
of finely ground beans at, it’s little wonder that 
Melburnians regularly claim their bayside city 
the most liveable in the world. Add to the mix 
a first-rate food scene and an abounding wine 
region on the doorstep and you may just find 
yourself agreeing with them.

The Monocle Travel Guide to Melbourne will 
lead you down our favourite laneways, drop 
by the cutting-edge galleries shaking up the 
city’s art scene and show you where to marvel 
at modernist architecture. We’ve also rounded 
up the independent retailers stocking the most 
covetable Aussie-made take-homes and sifted 
through the city’s cafés, restaurants and bars to 
find the finest establishments in which to order 
a perfectly poured flat white, top-notch tucker 
and a light and peppery glass of pinot noir.

Melbourne’s weather may be erratic at best  
– the old adage of the city cycling through 
four seasons in one day is one to be heeded – 
but we’ll give you plenty of reasons to hit the 
streets come rain, shine or hammering hail.

Last one to 
Melbourne is a 
featherbrain!

The Travel Series

Monocle reports from around 
the globe in print, on radio 
and online. As our editors and 
correspondents dart from city  
to city they get to know the  
best places to rest their heads, 
stretch their limbs and kick back 
with a contact in a hard-to-find 
cocktail bar. That information  
is now available in Monocle’s 
Travel Guide Series, a line-up  
of titles that speaks to you in an 
informed but informal way about 
everything from architecture to 
art and late-night bars to early-
morning markets. 

These are books that go beyond 
the traditional tourist beats to 
make sure you get the best out  
of a city no matter how short your 
stay. Designed to be compact 
and collectable, they are also 
discerning; we won’t list a hundred 
places to eat but we will tell 
you where’s best for everything 
from some tasty fast food to 
something truly celebratory.  

Cities are fun. Let’s explore.

Melbourne
Brunch. Coffee. Wine bars — Laneways. Makers. Markets — Museums. Live music. Cinemas
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What’s next?



MONOCLE goes to Washington!



Thank you.


